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Across

3. I serve a dual purpose removing 

make-up without tugging, and depositing 

cosmetic ingredients to combact the visible 

signs of Aging ?

7. Gently remove makeup while treating 

the skin around your eyes to peptides with 

anti-aging benefits, clinically shown to 

reduce the appearance of lines, under-eye 

wrinkles and puffiness

13. consultant's sponsor, along with that 

sponsor's sponsor

16. Each capsule instantly soothes and 

calms macro-exfoliated skin, speeds the 

reduction of visible redness and enhances 

skin’s resiliency

17. I contain a 2 month supply of night 

renewing serum and purification tablets only 

?

18. When customers place ad hoc orders 

they are responsible for ?

19. f a pc calls in and states "My code to 

activate my Macro

21. One of the founders of Rodan and Fields

22. I come 3 different shades

23. Essential for bone health and overall 

wellness

Down

1. What product has the nurses pictures on 

the packaging

2. I am the oil control lotion which 

regimen am i included in ?

4. I am idea for applying product or 

removing make-up ?

5. I can be preloaded with powder for on 

the go sunscreen re- application ?

6. Purchases R+F products independently 

online

8. Cleanses and refines sun-damaged and 

dull complexions with a multi-mechanism 

exfoliator

9. Alcohol-free toner minimizes the 

appearance of pores

10. Combat the visible signs of aging with 

this powerful combination of Multi-Med® 

Therapy anti-aging skincare, clinically shown 

to reduce the appearance of lines, pores and 

wrinkles for firmer, smoother, 

younger-looking skin

11. Shave smarter today. Look better 

tomorrow.

12. I contain 16 tablets and fade from blue 

to clear to signal cleansing is complete ?

14. I provide you with a even natural 

looking color without exposure to the 

harmful UVA

15. This years convention will be held in ?

20. If you are checking to see if a customer 

has returned their products and what items 

were returned which system can that 

information be found ?


